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Dear Reader,

We are proud to present the BG Schools Catalogue 2010. Inside 
you will find information and valuable contacts of kindergartens, 
primary, secondary and vocational schools from Bulgaria. 

They were selected during a national competition for education 
institutions that are well presented on the Internet. 

The complete information about the institutions can be found on 
their websites.

Hope you will find suitable partners for future European educa-
tion projects.
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Aytos
Aytos is a town located in eastern Bulgaria some 30 km from the Bulgarian Black Sea coast 

and belonging to the administrative boundaries of Burgas Province. Aytos has a rich and long 
history dating back to antiquity. An old settlement, founded by Thracian tribes, archaeological 
finds near the town testify that its existence dates back to the 5th century BC. 

During the Bulgarian National Revival the population participated actively in the Bulgarian 
struggles for liberation. After the Liberation, Aytos became a vivid commercial center, reput-
edly more important than Burgas. The first girls’ agricultural school in the country was estab-
lished in Aytos during the period.

“Slaveyche” Kindergarten, established 1985

www.cdg4slaveycheaytos.webnode.com

Why are we good project partners?

We are a kindergarten working with children of age between 3 and 6. Currently we have 
142 children. We are professionally trained and what is more important love our children. 
We are able to understand the child and establish a perfect spiritual relationship with him.

Our mission is to contribute to the formation of individuals that will grow into active citi-
zens both of Bulgaria and the European Union. 

How to get in touch with us?
Address: 13 “Hadzhi Dimitar” str., Aytos, Bulgaria
e-mail: slaveyche_2002@abv.bg
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Blagoevgrad
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Blagoevgrad is a town in southwestern Bulgaria, the administrative, cultural, economical 
and educational centre of Southern West Bulgaria. It lies on the banks of the Blagoevgrad-
ska Bistritsa river. Blagoevgrad is the city with one of the warmest climates in Bulgaria. It is 
located in the valley of the Struma river at the foot of the Rila and Pirin mountains, 100 km 
south of Sofia. The city features a pedestrian downtown with preserved 19th century ar-
chitecture. The region abounds in tourist attractions such as the Rila Monastery, the Seven 
Lakes in Rila Mountain and the world class ski resorts in Pirin mountain. Blagoevgrad is 
home town of two universities, the “Neofit Rilski” South-West University and the American 
University in Bulgaria. 
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7th Secondary School “Kuzman Shapkarev”,
established 1973

www.shapkarev.7sou-blagoevgrad.com

Why are we good project partners?

Our school is with traditions, but with modern style and reached the recognition to be the 
largest school in southwest Bulgaria. We have 26 spacious classrooms with decorated walls, 
laboratories of Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Music, four IT cabinets, a gym, a fitness and a 
rich library. Among other advantages are school radio and TV ”Vselena 7”, large school yard, 
wireless Internet throughout all premises. 

School activities, initiatives and festivals show that at the school are taught students with 
original ideas and patriotic self-awareness by highly educated and experienced teachers.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 13 “Ilinden” str., Blagoevgrad, Bulgaria
e-mail: sedmo@abv.bg 
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National Humanitarian High School 
“St. St. Cyril and Methodius”, established 1880

www.nhg-blg.com

Why are we good project partners?

Our school teaches students of age between 14 and 18. Currently we educate 700 
students. Our gymnasium has 130 years history. It is the oldest school in the southwestern 
part of Bulgaria. There are a lot of famous people who have been educated here.  

Reading through our website you will see our rituals and traditions, which can offer op-
portunities for future common projects.

 

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 2 “Tsanko Tserkovski” str., Blagoevgrad 2700, Bulgaria
е-mail: nhgym@mail.bg
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“Akad. Luidmil Stoyanov” Foreign Language School,
established 1984

www.egblg.com

Why are we good project partners?

Our school teaches students of age between 14 and 19. Currently we educate 808 
students. 

We offer education in three European languages across the curricular - English, French 
and German. Our school is an exam centre for the Michigan University and Hellenic Ameri-
can University in Bulgaria. Our students are offered European Certificates in German and 
French. The school works on different projects and participates in different students’ ex-
change programmes.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 4 “Maritsa” str., Blagoevgrad 2700, Bulgaria
e-mail: eg_blg@abv.bg
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Bobov Dol is a town in southwestern Bulgaria, part of Kyustendil Province. Bovov Dol lies 
near the geographic centre of the Balkan Peninsula and is known for its coal mines and ther-
mal power plant. 

The town’s name (literally “Bean Valley”) may allude to the bean-shaped valley where the 
original village, now the “Hristo Botev” neighbourhood, is located; the name was first men-
tioned in 1576.

“Nikola Yonkov Vaptsarov” Secondary School, established 1955

www.ouvapcarov.com

Why are we good project partners?

Our school teaches students of age between 6 and 15. Currently we educate 300 students.  
Our students are interested in history. There is an exhibition presenting local traditional cloth-
ing and furniture. There is a club which helps the community to keep the environment clean 
and green. Our students discover the world of arts through the School Music Theatre. Through 
the letters to pen-friends from Virginia USA our pupils get an exciting experience and open 
up new horizons. Children from different ethnic communities are educated in the school.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 1 “Nikola Vaptsarov” str., Bobov dol 2670, Bulgaria
e-mail: ou_bobov_dol@abv.bg
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Burgas is located in southeastern Bulgaria at the Black Sea coast. It is the second-largest 
city and seaside resort on the Bulgarian Black Sea coast with population 229,250. It is also 
the fourth-largest by population in the country, after Sofia, Plovdiv and Varna. It is an impor-
tant industrial, educational, cultural, transport, and tourist centre.

Near by Burgas are located some of the best sea resorts on the Black Sea coast. To the 
north and to the south of the town there are salt lakes, which are protected areas, forming 
part of the Via Pontica route of migrating birds. The city features picturesque garden near 
the sea coast and pedestrian downtown. Annually Burgas hosts theatre and cinema festi-
vals and song contests.

Burgas has two universities - The Burgas Free University and “Prof. Assen Zlatarov” Burgas 
University.
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“Vasil Aprilov” Primary School, established 1959

http://ouaprilov.org/

Why are we good project partners?

Our school was founded in 1959 and since then it has built its reputation on providing 
high quality teaching to students. The school offers a friendly, caring and safe learning en-
vironment and highly experienced and professional teachers. Five of them have become 
Teachers of the Year. Our school is proud of its International cooperation with a school in 
the town of Zittau, Germany, and St. College in Istanbul, Turkey, and a fifteen-year-old inter-
national project work, with participation in a lot of eco-camps and eco-schools.

In April 2010 our school obtained the prize of the Ministry of education, youth and sci-
ence for all-round policy in the development of extra-curricular activities.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 88 “San Stefano” blvd., Burgas 8000, Bulgaria
e-mail: vasilaprilov@abv.bg 
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“Petko Rachov Slaveikov” Primary School, established 1911

http://slaveykovoto.org/

Why are we good project partners?

Our school teaches students of age between 7 and 15. Currently we educate 500 
students.  

We pride ourselves on the professional school management and team, effective combi-
nation of traditional values and innovative methods of training and successful participation 
in national and international contests.

Among our extracurricular activities we have developed the “School Academy for Young 
Scientists” Project.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 23 “Tsar Simeon I” str., Burgas, Bulgaria
e-mail: slavejovoto@abv.bg
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“Rakovina” Kindergarten No 17, established 1964

http://rakovina-burgas.com

Why are we good project partners?

Our kindergarten is called “Rakovina” (seashell). And just like the little seashell shelter 
that nourishes the life within it, our team of high qualified teachers brings up and educates 
its 194 children (at the age of 3-8 years) with a lot of warmth, love and kindness. With its rich 
and cozy necessary equipment the kindergarten is a wonderful home for our children. 

There are a lot of prestigious recognitions and diplomas for our achievements – awarded 
prizes at the National children’s song competition “Sladkopoyna Chuchuliga”; prizes for 
achievements at children’s drawing competitions; Diploma for long-term cooperation with 
the District Police Department in Burgas city.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 48 “Hristo Botev” str., Burgas, Bulgaria
е-mail: okei_rakovina@abv.bg
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“Svetlina” Primary School, established 1884

http://www.ousvetlina.com/

Why are we good project partners?

Our school has been founded in 1884 in the village of Topolitsa and named “LIGHT”. Over 
125 years the school traditionally is taking leading position as an educational institution in 
Aytos municipality and has been rewarded with a medal “Kiril and Mеtodii” – II class. Today 
the school has the ambition to position itself as an institution that combines the tradition 
with the modern European practices of education.  

We offer modern quality curriculum, based on our historical traditions in an atmosphere 
of ethical social relations guaranteed by tolerance, multi-ethnic understanding and learn-
ing cooperation. Our motto is “Let our Dreams reach the Sun”. Up to now the school has 
successfully implemented 18 projects, financed by national and EU programs. We are open 
for new innovative practices and ready to share experience. Our school continues seeking 
new opportunities for partnerships and participation in collaborative initiatives.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: Topolitsa village, Burgas Area, Bulgaria
e-mail: dorus@ousvetlina.com
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Byala is a village in southeast Bulgaria. it is situated in the Sliven municipality. The love-
ly village is surrounded by a beautiful mountainous area. Byala was established after the 
second Veliko Tarnovo rebellion and its name has never been changed. The word “byala” 
means white and is named after a white stone, once lying in the village centre. 

“Hadzhi Dimitar” Primary School, established 1814

http://oubyala.com

Why are we good project partners?

Our school teaches 93 children from four villages in the municipality of Sliven - Byala, 
Vuglen, Gradsko and Novachevo. The main aim for us is build up the knowledge to achieve 
good language competence, good communication skills. 

Highly qualified teachers work not only for the intellectual development of children but 
also for their moral growing. Important instrument in their work is the participation in dif-
ferent projects, organisation of extracurricular activities and educational and cultural initia-
tives.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 13 “Lyulyak” str., Byala 8850, Sliven, Bulgaria
e-mail: slkuncheva@teacher.bg, ou_biala@hotmail.com  
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Dobrich is a town in northeastern Bulgaria and the administrative centre of Dobrich Prov-
ince. Dobrich is the eighth most populated town in Bulgaria, being the centre of the his-
torical region of Southern Dobruja. This is a town whose destiny is forever linked with the 
destiny of the country, and will remain a symbol of Bulgaria’s eternal existence. 

“Rayko Tsonchev” Vocational School 
of Tourism and Entrepreneurship, established 2003

www.egtp.eu

Why are we good project partners?
The school is situated in the centre of the town of Dobrich. The students are at the age of 14-

19. The subjects which are studied at school are: English as a first foreign language, Spanish and 
German as second foreign languages, basics of tourism, management, ecotourism and othersw. 
The school has a wireless Internet access, modern library and well-equipped classrooms. The 
students started working on eTwinning projects last year and participated in Mobility place-
ment under Leonardo da Vinci in Spain. Our students are not just motivated to study and learn 
but they take part in different concerts and festivals. This year they organized a volunteer or-
ganization to help the people and children in need. They want to have more and more friends 
from around Europe to share ideas and work on different interesting projects.

How to get in touch with us?
Address: 3 “Bulgaria” str., Dobrich 9300, Bulgaria
e-mail: pgpt_raykoconchev@abv.bg  
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Draginovo is a lovely village with a rich history, situated in South Bulgaria, Velingrad Mu-
nicipiality. It is situated in the beautiful Chepinska valley in the Rodhope mountain, with 
centuries-old woods and hot mineral springs can be found. 

The village was named after priest Metodiy Draginov in 1971.

“Metodiy Draginov” Secondary School, established 1914

www.sou-draginovo.org

Why are we good project partners?

Our school has around 533 students in the age group 7-16 years. Our students have pre-
served the traditions of our ancient settlement and simultaneously strive to be first in teach-
ing, sports and modern lifestyles. 

We are ready to partner with all who want to help jointly create conditions to develop 
their abilities to stimulate their talents. Because the future belongs to them!

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 1 “St. St. Cyril and Methodius” str., Draginovo 4642, 
 Pazardzhik region, Bulgaria
e-mail: draginovo.edu@abv.bg  
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Dupnitsa is a town in western Bulgaria. It is located at the foot of Rila, about 65 km south 
of Bulgarian capital Sofia. In the first half of 20th century Dupnitsa was bigger than the 
current administrative centre Kyustendil. Dupnitsa is also referred to as “The Green and 
Shady Town”, because of its location which makes it quite shady in summer and due to the 
abundance of trees in the town.

“Evlogi Georgiev” Primary School, established 1897

http://silkos.web.officelive.com

Why are we good project partners?
We are distinguished for the opportunity of developing art - our students have the chance 

to study music, art and choreography. 19 children with special educational needs are being 
taught at school – five of them with impaired hearing. There is a specialised study pro-
gramme at school oriented to helping children with problems concerning speech develop-
ment. Every year the School Board bestows a prize on students for high achievements.

How to get in touch with us?
Address: 13 “Tower” str., Dupnitsa, Bulgaria
e-mail: ou_egd@abv.bg  
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Gabrovo is a city in central northern Bulgaria, the administrative centre of Gabrovo Prov-
ince. It is situated at the foot of the central Balkan mountain, in the valley of the Yantra river, 
and is known as an international capital of humor and satire, as well as noted for its Bulgarian 
National Revival architecture. Gabrovo is also known as the longest city in Bulgaria, stretch-
ing over 25 km along the Yantra, yet reaching only 1 km in width at places. The geographic 
center of Bulgaria - Uzana is located near the city.

“Pencho Semov” Vocational School of Tourism, established 1963

http://pgtgabrovo.globcom.net

Why are we good project partners?

Our school is the biggest in the region of Gabrovo. Founded in 1963, the school has proved 
as one of the leaders in training qualified specialists in the sphere of hotel management, ca-
tering and tourism. Opened to the world of challenges, the school is constantly creating new 
relationships with foreign partners, working on the projects connected with educational 
and ecological problems.

How to get in touch with us?
Address: 18 “Benkovska” str., Gabrovo, Bulgaria
e-mail: pgtgabrovo@globcom.net 
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Glodzhevo is a town in northeastern Bulgaria, part of Vetovo municipality, Ruse Province. 
The town is settled by runaways after a large scale plague outbrake. The villagers were both 
christians and muslims, but after a while the christian population was assimilated and until 
1872 there were only muslim inhabitants.

“Hristo Botev” Secondary School, established 1903

www.sou.glodjevo.com

Why are we good project partners?

Today, our students use modern teaching facilities, including well-furnished rooms for 
physics, chemistry, biology, geography, and two new computer rooms, equipped with 
modern computers and Internet access. 40 teachers take care of their quality training and 
education. Extracurricular activities are mainly in the field of physical education (basketball, 
volleyball, soccer, tennis, etc.). Sailing school teams regularly qualify for prize places by par-
ticipating in the municipal and district championships in various age groups.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 38 “Dimitar Blagoev” str., Glodzhevo, Ruse district, Bulgaria
e-mail: seydolski@abv.bg
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Gorna Oryahovitsa is a town in northern Bulgaria, situated in Veliko Tarnovo Province, not 
far from the city of Veliko Tarnovo. It is the administrative centre of the homonymous Gorna 
Oryahovitsa Municipality. Known as “Yukarı Rahova” (Upper Road Plain) during Ottoman 
rule, as of December 2009, the town has a population of 32,436 inhabitants.

The nearby village of Arbanasi is an architectural reserve with a large number of histori-
cal monuments, such as medieval churches and examples of the Bulgarian National Revival 
architecture.
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“Vicho Grancharov” Secondary School, 
established 1822

www.souvg.com

Why are we good project partners?

Our school teaches 732 students in the age group 7-19 years.

Assosiated to UNESCO and EURODESK, it is one of the leading schools in Language, Com-
puter Technology, Music and Art education in the region.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 6 “Tsar Osvoboditel” str., Gorna Oriahovitsa 5100, Bulgaria
e-mail: souvg@abv.bg 
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Vocational School of Electrical Engineering 
and Electronics “Mihaylo Vasilievich Lomonosov”, 
established 1959

mvl.pip.digsys.bg

Why are we good project partners?

Our school was established in 1961. It is awarded the state medal of “Kiril i Metodiy”, pos-
sesses the status associated school with UNESCO and is member of the Organisation of the 
United Schools within the United Nations.

The one and only high school in the country with Career Center built for consultations 
with students and their parents.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 31 “Nikola Petrov” str., Gorna Oryahovitsa 5100,  Bulgaria
e-mail: mvl@mail.bg 

Gorna Oryahovitsa
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Haskovo is a city, an administrative centre of the homonymous Haskovo Province in 
southern Bulgaria, not far from the borders with Greece and Turkey. As of December 2009, 
it has a population of 77,050 inhabitants.

Haskovo celebrated its 1000th anniversary in 1985. To mark the event, a new clock tow-
er was erected in the centre of the town. In medieval times it was known for the nearby 
Uzundzhovo fair, famous all over Bulgaria.
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“Aleksandar Paskalev” Vocational Trade School, 
established 1964

www.pgthas.com

Why are we good project partners?

Our school teaches 600 students in the age group 14-18 years.

It is one of the most elite school in Haskovo. The school has won many first places at com-
petitions in the country and abroad. It has completed projects under PHARE and “Leonardo 
da Vinci” programmes.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 79 “Dobrudzha” str., Haskovo, Bulgaria
e-mail: pgthas@abv.bg 



Haskovo

Secondary Professional School of Woodworking 
and Construction “Tsar Ivan Asen II”, established 1968

http://haskovo-bg.pgds.org/

Why are we good project partners?

Our school is unique because we are one of the first Secondary Professional Schools 
in Haskovo. The school has at its disposal a hospice with 120 beds in 36 rooms and 4 VIP 
apartments. 

The school offers 6 learning profiles. Each one is prosperous and requires from our stu-
dents to be regular and motivated in their studies.  

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 37 “Plovdivska” str., Haskovo 6300, Bulgaria
e-mail: slancee1977@abv.bg
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Kardzhali or Kurdzhali is a town in Bulgaria, capital of Kardzhali Province in the Eastern 
Rhodopes. Near the town is the noted Kardzhali Dam.

Kardzhali is located in the low eastern part of Rhodope mountains, on both banks of the 
river Arda between the Kardzhali Reservoir to the west and the Studen Kladenets Reservoir 
to the east. The town is 260 km (162 mi) southeast of Sofia. It has a crossroad position from 
Thrace to the Aegean Sea - part of European Transportation Route 9.
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“Kapitan Petko Voyvoda” Vocational School 
of Electrical Engineering and Electronics,
established 1985

http://pgee-kardjali.com

Why are we good project partners?

PGEE is the only school in the city which trains specialists in the field of electrical engi-
neering and electronics and offers training in the following areas: Electrical Engineering 
and Energy and Electronics, automation, communication and computer equipment. 

The school has experience in developing and implementing projects financed by differ-
ent EU programs. Within “Leonardo da Vinci” Programme, PGEE has been a partner with 
educational institutions from 5 different European countries.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 5 “Mara Mihaylova” str., Kardzhali, Bulgaria
e-mail: tee_kj@abv.bg
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“Hristo Botev” Foreign Languages High School, 
established 1983

www.botev-kardzhali.com

Why are we good project partners?

In our school students intensively study as their first foreign language English, German 
and French and as their second foreign language – English, German, French and Italian. 

Our students are eager and motivated to study foreign languages and to put their knowl-
edge into practice. It takes part in a lot of international projects and language competitions. 
Our school is a UNESCO associated member and member of Cambridge Schools Associa-
tion  in Bulgaria.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 19 “Chernozubov” str., Kardzhali 6600, Bulgaria
e-mail: gpche.kj@abv.bg 
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Kazanlak is a Bulgarian town in Stara Zagora Province, located in the middle of the plain 
of the same name, at the foot of the Balkan mountain range, at the eastern end of the Rose 
Valley. It is the administrative centre of the homonymous Kazanlak Municipality.

The town is among the 30 biggest industrial centres in Bulgaria, with a population of 
49,506 people as of December 2009.

It is the center of rose oil extraction in Bulgaria and the oil-producing rose of Kazanlak is 
one of the most widely recognizable national symbols.
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“Ivan Hadzhienov” Vocational School, 
established 1925

www.pgih.org

Why are we good project partners?

We prepare specialists in the field of Machine building, Electrotechnics, Electronics, Com-
puters, including learning English, German, French, Russian languages.  

A lot of students receive grants from the leading manufacturers in the town. 70% of stu-
dents continue their education in Universities. Many students assist and work in Clubs by 
interests in the IT, History, Literature, Sports.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 2 “Tsar Boris I” str., Kazanlak 6100, Bulgaria
e-mail: pgihkk@abv.bg
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“St. St. Cyril and Methodius” Humanitarian School, 
established 1883

http://www.kazanlak-gimnaziata.com/

Why are we good project partners?

Our school is a successor of the first pedagogical /normal/ school in Southern Bulgaria, 
which welcomed its first students on 7 November 1883. 590 students and the 60 teachers 
and non–pedagogical staff continue the 127-year-old history of the school and to confront 
the challenges of the nowadays world with confidence and self-esteem.  

The connections with “Albert Camus” Secondary School in Saint-Herblain, France con-
tribute to the interchange of valuable pedagogical experience and the establishment of 
modern accents in the pedagogical process.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 1 “St. St. Cyril and Methodius” str., Kazanlak, Bulgaria
e-mail: hgkk@abv.bg 
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ART SCHOOL of Kazanlak, 
established 1968

www.art-school.eu

Why are we good project partners?

State school with national range, which provides initial vocational training in design, fine 
arts and luthiery. 

Our students are creative young people. Creative students, aged 14-19 with a focus on 
visual arts, like model making, illustration, painting, photography, sculpture, and graphic 
design. 

We’ve worked successfully on LLP since 2004, won Certificates of Quality. We’re looking 
for partners from European countries in Leonardo da Vinci and Comenius programmes.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 80 “Radetski” str., Kazanlak 6100, Bulgaria
e-mail: pgpikk@abv.bg 
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Kyustendil (historically Velbazhd) is a town in the far west of Bulgaria, the capital of 
Kyustendil Province, with a population of 50 342 (2010 census). Kyustendil is situated in 
the southern part of the Kyustendil Valley, 90 km southwest of Sofia. It was named after 
the medieval lord of the surrounding region, Constantine Dragaš.

“Daskal Dimitri” Primary School, established 1865

http://ddimitri.com

Why are we good project partners?
The school is one of the few, providing education in the field of arts-fine art, folklore sing-

ing and dancing, musical instruments-violin, celo, guitar, piano, accordion, tambourine. 
Students express themselves with their achievements to local and national forums, com-

petitions and contests where they win first places. During the whole school year the school 
organizes rich cultural life which is saturated with contests, competitions, exhibitions and 
concerts devoted to different Christian and national celebrations.

How to get in touch with us?
Address: 43 “Dondukov” str., Kyustendil 2500, Bulgaria
e-mail: d_dimiti@abv.bg 
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Nova Zagora is a town, located in the southeastern plains of Bulgaria in Sliven Province. It 
is the administrative centre of the homonymous Nova Zagora Municipality. As of December 
2009, the town has a population of 23,625 inhabitants. 

The first traces of life in the region date back thousands of years. Many archeological sites 
are located in the region, showing settlements dating back to the Stone Age and the Stone-
Copper age (Eneolithic). The most prominent archeological site is in the nearby village of 
Karanovo. The Nova Zagora Historical Museum has many historically significant artifacts 
dating back to this era.



Nova Zagora
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“Lyuben Karavelov” Primary School, 
established 1911

http:/karevelov.webnode.com

Why are we good project partners?

Primary School “L. Karavelov” is a school with an environmental focus, which is awarded 
“Green Flag” and a Certificate for Ecoschool. 

Other guidelines of the education are Choreography and Folklore, English, Art, Informa-
tion Technologies, Sport and Music. School is in a building with contemporary design and 
modern interior, video surveillance system. Students enjoy free transport, uniforms and 
breakfast. Teachers are highly qualified and experienced.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 9 “Karavelov” str., Nova Zagora, Bulgaria
e-mail: l_karavelov@orbinet.bg



Nova Zagora
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“Hristo Botev” Secondary School,
established 1920

www.souhrbotev-nz.com

Why are we good project partners?

Our school is with rich and long history which is of great importance and value to the lo-
cal people. Our students have the chance to develop their knowledge and intellectual abil-
ity through different profiles: Natural Account, Account Technology Tourism and Foreign 
language profile. The school has well-equipped classrooms with the necessary equipment 
for the different subjects. 

Our students have the opportunity to work on different European projects in their desire 
to reach the world and learn more about it. 

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 2 “San Stefano” str., Nova Zagora, Bulgaria
e-mail: school@souhrbotev-nz.com
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Pleven is a town in Central Northern Bulgaria with population of about 137,000 citizens, 
the administrative centre of Pleven Province.

The city is situated in the central part of the Danubean plain between Danube River and 
The Balkan Mountains and offers many sights and destinations for tourism and hiking. In 
the region there are more than 450 archaeological and cultural sites. 

The town has big park called Kaylaka. It is located in the valley of the Tuchenitsa River 
with artificial lakes, swimming pools and favorable conditions for rock climbing. In Kaylaka 
park there are also remains of the roman fortification Storgoziya. In the town there is The 
Pleven Medical University.
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“Panayot Pipkov” National School of Arts, 
established 1960

http://www.nui-pleven.tea.bg/

Why are we good project partners?

Music, dancing, drawing are all parts of the beautiful children’s dreamland. National 
School of Arts - Pleven provides professional instruction for musicians (classical and folk), 
singers (classical and folk), artists and dancers. 

We help all talented children turn their dreams into reality.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: “St. St. Cyril and Methodius” str., Pleven, Bulgaria
e-mail: pleven_art_school@abv.bg
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“Georgi Benkovski” Sports School, 
established 1968

http://supleven.1gb.bg/

Why are we good project partners?

Our school is the place where the Olympic champions Tereza Marinova and Galabin Bo-
evski studied. 

Our school is a friendly, caring community that has its values rooted in equality of provi-
sion and achievement for all.  Students choose healthy behaviors like refraining from smok-
ing and drinking, getting good nutrition and exercising regularly. 

Our goals are to promote health and well-being, to promote success and help develop 
character and life skills.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 1 “General Vazov” str., Pleven 5800, Bulgaria
e-mail: supleven@abv.bg 
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“Intellect” Vocational School of Finance and Management,
established 1990

www.dfsg-intellect.com

Why are we good project partners?

The School of Finance and Management strengthened its position as an elite school, pro-
viding profound preparation in the spheres of Economics, Foreign Languages and general 
subjects. 

More than 90% of our graduates continue their education in prestigious universities in 
Bulgaria and abroad – Germany, USA, Great Britain and others. We have already worked 
on different projects aiming improving the quality of the professional preparation of our 
students and the facilities in our school. The programmes that we worked on are “Leonardo 
da Vinci”, “Comenius”, “eTwinning” and “E-friends”.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 3 “Druzhba” str., Pleven, Bulgaria
e-mail: dfsgintelekt@abv.bg 
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“Prof. Tsvetan Lazarov” 
Vocational School of Transport, 
established 1963

http://pgt-1.hit.bg/

Why are we good project partners?

Our school prepare specialists in all the aspects of transport industry. 

We successfully plan and realize European projects, due to which our students carry out 
professional tutoring in the garages of the town of Plimouth and Portsmouth, UK.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 100 “Storgozia” str., Pleven, Bulgaria
e-mail: pgt_pleven@abv.bg 
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“Otets Paisiy” Primary School, 
established 1898

www.paisiy.dir.bg

Why are we good project partners?

Our qualities: 

 Using democratic principles of education; 
 Modern organization of the teaching process;
 Each student is situated in the center of teaching with his/her unique personality skills, 

values and a need of a special attention;
 Working together for an effective school comunity in cooperation with the kid’s 

families;
 Strategic planning.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 10 “Otets Paisiy” str., Pleven, Bulgaria
e-mail: rad_top@abv.bg 
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Plovdiv is the second largest city in Bulgaria, with population of approximately 380,000 is 
the administrative centre of Plovdiv Province and the largest city in Northern Thrace. Plov-
div lies at the foot of the Rhodope Mountains on the two banks of Maritsa River. The city 
has historically developed on seven syenite hills often it is referred to as “The City of the 
Seven Hills”. Plovdiv is one of the oldest cities in Europe and was originally founded around 
6000 B.C. Nowadays there are many historical sites from the Thracian, the Roman and the 
Byzantine period. Currently one of the quarters is an architectural reserve with restored 
houses from the Bulgarian revival period. Plovdiv has one of the country’s fastest growing 
economies in Bulgaria and is also important transport, cultural and education centre.
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“Petko Rachov Slaveykov” Primary School, 
established 1936

http://pslaveikov.dir.bg/

Why are we good project partners?

We have worked in Environmental education since 1998. On 01.06.2000 the Vice-Presi-
dent of Bulgaria, Mr. T. Kavaldzhiev, recognized the school as the first eco-school in Plovdiv 
marked with the green flag-symbol of the Foundation for Environmental education in Eu-
rope. In 2002 we were awarded a “A Certificate of Excellence” for an outstanding contribu-
tion to Learning About Forests from the same foundation.

We want to exchange ideas and experience in the field of Environmental education and 
to collaborate with colleagues with similar interests.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 80 “Slavyanska” str., Plovdiv, Bulgaria
e-mail: pslaveikov@dir.bg 
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“St. Sofroniy Vrachanski” Secondary School, 
established 1984

www.sofrony.net

Why are we good project partners?

In 1986 the school was the biggest secondary school in the Balkan peninsula with its 
3127 students and 88 classes. Today, due to a variety of reasons, it has only 815 students, 
aged 6-19. 

“St. Sofroniy Vrachanski” is both comprehensive and profile-oriented. Geography and 
Economics are the profiles offered at present. The school is holder of Plovdiv`s Badge of 
Honour.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: “Saedinenie” Blvd., “Trakia” Residential Estate, Plovdiv 4023, Bulgaria
e-mail: sofrony@abv.bg  
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“Sveti Sedmochislenici” Secondary School, 
established 1993

www.sou7.org

Why are we good project partners?

Our school is the newest in town. It is designed to guarantee every student’s comfort and 
relaxed atmosphere. We have provided our students with the best options to study and use 
IT. We have five computer rooms and fully equiped classrooms, so to prepare our younger 
graduates for a competitive business environment. 

The teaching staff possesses detailed computer knowledge and applies interactive teach-
ing methods.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: “Saedinenie” Blvd., “Trakia” residential district, Plovdiv 4023, Bulgaria
e-mail: sou_sveti7@abv.bg 
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Vocational Shool of Electrotechnics and Electronics, 
established 1962

www.pgee-plovdiv.com

Why are we good project partners?

Students graduating the school countinue their education in any university. Pupils study 
English, German and French intensively. Vocational specialties are: Production and exploat-
ation of electrical equipment; Automatisation of technological processes and facilities; Ex-
ploitation of electronical equipment; Computer technologies and techniques.

We are the biggest vocational center in the south of Bulgaria. 

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 26 “Peshtersko shose”, Plovdiv 4002, Bulgaria
e-mail: pgee_plovdiv@yahoo.com
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“Lyuben Karavelov” Secondary School, 
established 1935

http://soulkaravelovpd.com

Why are we good project partners?

We study Bulgarian folk - folk singing, folk instruments, folk dances. Our students are 
from 7 to 18 years old (grades 1-12). They deliver folk concerts to promote Bulgarian folk 
customs and traditions. They are prize-winners from national and international folk com-
petitions. We take part in national and regional TV programmes. Our folk formations issue 
CDs every year. 

Our school works on European Social Fund projects - 13 folk formations with 380 stu-
dents and a number of extracurricular activities.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 2 “Branislav Veleshki” str., Plovdiv, Bulgaria
e-mail: soulkaravelovpd@abv.bg
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“Academician Kiril Popov” 
Secondary School of mathematics, 
established 1971

www.omg-bg.com

Why are we good project partners?

The school offers a variety of profiles: mathematics with intensive English, German and 
French Programme; physics with intensive English Programme; computer programming 
and computer graphics and design. 

Due to their substantial experience in project development and management a lot of 
the teachers and the students participate on a yearly basis in a variety of projects, thus in-
creasing the popularity of the school, which has already received international acclaim due 
to the gold, silver and bronze medals won by our talented students in prestigious world-
famous competitions.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 11 “Chemshir” str, Plovdiv, Bulgaria
e-mail: omg@omg-bg.com
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Radomir is a town in the Pernik Province of Bulgaria with a population of about 16,503. 
The town was first mentioned in a 15th-century source as Uradmur. The current form ap-
pears for the first time in a source from 1488. The name is derived directly from the personal 
name Radomir or its adjectival form. In 1918, Bulgaria was ruled by Ferdinand of Bulgaria, 
under whom Aleksandar Stamboliyski had been imprisoned for opposing Bulgaria’s par-
ticipation in the Balkan War and its alliance with the Central Powers in World War I. When in 
September the Allied forces broke into Bulgaria, Ferdinand agreed to release Stamboliyski 
in return for a promise to help restore order in the military. However, Stamboliyski instead 
aligned himself with the uprising and in Radomir proclaimed Bulgaria to be a republic. His 
supporters then attempted an attack on Sofia. The Radomir Rebellion was stopped when 
this force was defeated by Bulgarian and German tsarists, who also did not retain control for 
long as Bulgaria had signed an armistice with the Allies by the end of the month.

“Nikola Vaptsarov” Technical Vocational School, established 1925

www.tpg-radomir.com

Why are we good project partners?

Our school is the oldest electrical school in Bulgaria. Comprehensive training is organ-
ized so as to provide a solid preparation, both general education and specialized training in 
various fields of directions: Electronics and Automation, Electrical and Power Engineering. 
The school has spacious classrooms, updated with new tables, chairs and white boards, 
three computer labs, one equipped with 15 computers, a  multipurpose sports playground, 
rich school library with over 10 000 volumes. There are four multimedia studies including 
English, Electronics, Information Technology and Philosophical disciplines.  

How to get in touch with us?
Address: 1 “Tsar Osvoboditel” str., Radomir 2400, Bulgaria
e-mail: tpg_radomir@abv.bg 
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Rakovski is a town in southern Bulgaria, in the historical region of Thrace. It is located 
in the Plovdiv Province. The town is also the centre of the Rakovski Municipality. Rakovski 
was formed in 1966 with the merging of three villages - General Nikolaevo, Sekirovo and 
Parchevich. The new town was named after the famous Bulgarian revolutionary Georgi 
Sava Rakovski.

“Hristo Smirnenski” Primary School, established 1958

http://smirnenski.com/

Why are we good project partners?
“Hristo Smirnenski” Primary School is the most modern school in the region of Plovdiv. 

Our teachers use the newest pedagogical methods of teaching including ICT, brainstorm-
ing, group work. They  improve their qualification continuously and use European practice 
in their work. All students are involved in different European projects with schools from 
England, Italy and Spain.

How to get in touch with us?
Address: 4 “Bulgaria square”, Rakovski, Bulgaria
e-mail: hristo_smirnenski@abv.bg 
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Razgrad is a city in northeastern Bulgaria, administrative and industrial centre of the ho-
monymous Razgrad Province. Razgrad was built upon the ruins of the Ancient Roman town 
of Abritus on the banks of the Beli Lom river. Razgrad Province has one of the densest Turk-
ish populations in Bulgaria, with 27% of the municipality’s citizens declaring to be Turks in 
1998. An absolute majority of 69% are Bulgarians, with the remaining 4% being composed 
for the most part of Roma.

Some of Razgrad’s landmarks include the “Varosha” architectural complex from the 19th 
century, the ethnographic museum and several other museums, the characteristic clock 
tower in the centre built in 1864, the St. Nicholas the Miracle-Monger Church from 1860, the 
Momina cheshma sculpture, the Mausoleum Ossuary of the Liberators (1879–1880) and the 
“Ibrahim Pasha” Mosque from 1530. The mosque is said to be the third largest one in the 
Balkans, excluding Istanbul. Its reconstruction has still not been completed.
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“Ivan Sergeevich Turgenev” Primary School, 
established 1987

www.outurgenev.com

Why are we good project partners?

Our school was established and built in 1987. 

The school is named after the great Russian poet Ivan Sergeevich Turgenev. The teachers 
and the students prove in practice the thought from their patron “Each person takes his 
way without stopping being a human”. 300 students (5th – 8th grade) are trained for life 
within the school premises. 

How to get in touch with us?

Address: “Orel Estate”, Razgrad, Bulgaria
e-mail: ou_turgenev.bg@abv.bg  
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“Shandor Petyofi” Vocational Technical School,
established 1963

http://ptgrz.org/

Why are we good project partners?

We are unique in that our students are skilled in a wide range of technical subjects as 
well as regular secondary school material. We specialize in the following fields: Computer 
Programming, Computer Hardware Installation and Repair, Computer Networking Systems, 
Gas Technician Training, Machine Technician Training, Machine System Programming in 
digital and analog, and Technological Marketing. 

Our facilities include: six computer labs, a working metal machinist shop, plus electrical 
and gas training labs.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 1 “Iliya Petrov” str., Razgrad, Bulgaria
e-mail: ptg_rz@mail.bg 
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Ruse is a town in North Bulgaria, located on the right bank of the Danube river on the bor-
der with Romania. Ruse is the largest Bulgarian river port and is also called “the gate of Bul-
garia”. Ruse is connected with the Romanian town Giurgiu with the only bridge in the shared 
Bulgarian-Romanian section of the Danube. The city emerged as a Thracian settlement from 
the 3rd to 2nd millennium B.C. Nowadays the city has population of about 175,000 citizens. 
Ruse attracts many tourists with its 19-th Neo-Baroque and Neo-Rococo architecture.

Vocational School of Economics and Management 
“Elias Kaneti”, established 1944

http://www.pgiu-ruse.jusoft.net/

Why are we good project partners?
Today 734 students in 28 classes attend the school. All 50 teachers are university gradu-

ates. The school offers a combination of qualitative education with economic theory, prac-
tice and extracurricular activities in accordance with students’ interests. The school has 
had successful “companies” (educational training companies) since 2006. They work as real 
companies and establish business contacts with Bulgarian and foreign virtual companies.  

How to get in touch with us?
Address: 22 “Borisova” str., Ruse 7000, Bulgaria
e-mail: pgiu_ruse@jusoft.net 
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Satovcha is a village in Southwestern Bulgaria. It is the administrative center of the 
Satovcha Municipality, Blagoevgrad Province. Satovcha (Bulgarian: Сатовча, old version: 
Satovitsa, Svatovitsa) is a village in Southwestern Bulgaria. It is the administrative center of 
the Satovcha Municipality, Blagoevgrad Province. The village has greatly expanded in the 
last few years, in aspects such as hotels, restaurants, supermarkets and the town center.

“St. St. Cyril and Methodius” Secondary School, 
established 1873

www.sousatovcha.com

Why are we good project partners?

In last 10 years our school has developed more than 35 projects at local, national and 
international level with more than 10 partners. 

The school prepares children from different villages of different ethnicity and religion.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 8 “St. St. Cyril and Methodius” str., Satovcha, Blagoevgrad district, Bulgaria
e-mail: sousatovcha@abv.bg
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Shumen is a city in the northeastern part of Bulgaria with population of approximately 
105,000 citizens. The town lies 80 km west from Varna and the Black Sea. Near the city are 
located The Shumen Fortress, The Madara Horseman and other important historical land-
marks. Near Shumen are located the capitals of the First Bulgarian Kingdom – Pliska and 
Veliki Preslav. Nowadays the town is important transport and tourist centre.

“Sava Dobroplodni” Secondary School, established 1992

http://souizku.com

Why are we good project partners?
Our school is the biggest one located in the city of Shumen – a county centre in North-

East Bulgaria. We have 1342 students of a varied background - lower, middle or upper mid-
dle class; about 20% belong to minority groups /Turkish, Gypsy, Armenian, Russian/, a few 
are at risk of social exclusion. 

How to get in touch with us?
Address: 34 “Madara” Blvd., Shumen 9700, Bulgaria
e-mail: sou_izkustva@abv.bg
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Silistra is a port city of northeastern Bulgaria, lying on the southern bank of the lower 
Danube at the country’s border with Romania. 

Silistra is the administrative centre of Silistra Province and one of the important cities of 
the historical region of Southern Dobrudzha. As of December 2009, the town has a popu-
lation of 37,837 inhabitants. Silistra is a major cultural, industrial, transportation and edu-
cational center of north-eastern Bulgaria. There are many historical landmarks including a 
Roman tomb, remains of the Medieval fortress, an Ottoman fort and an art gallery.

“Otets Paisiy” Primary School, established 1861

www.paisii.oisy.org

Why are we good project partners?
Today our school has two levels of education-primary and secondary. The school works 

in the following areas: integration of pupils with special educational needs for socialization; 
collaboration with government and NPOs on various projects such as Step by Step pro-
gramme, Global Environmental fund and others; implementation of innovative teaching 
methods in schools to promote a desirable environment for schoolchildren.

In our school, we have the following extra curricular activities: Fanfare band; Theatre Studio; 
Ecology Club; Young Librarian Club.We have a volunteer from the Peace Corps, with whom we 
organize summer camps and language classes, with the participation of students.

How to get in touch with us?
Address: 1 “Petar Vichev” str., Silistra, Bulgaria
e-mail: ou_opais@abv.bg 
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Sliven is a city in southeastern Bulgaria and the administrative and industrial centre of 
Sliven Province. It is a relatively large town with 93,781 inhabitants,[1][2][3] as of December 
2009 (the 8th largest in Bulgaria).

Sliven is famous for its Bulgarian Haiduts who fought against the Ottoman Turks in the 
19th century and is known as the “City of the 100 Voyvodi”, a Voyvoda being a leader of 
Haiduts. The current mayor of the city is former football star Yordan Letchkov.

The famous rocky massif Sinite Kamani and the associated national park, the fresh air and 
the mineral springs offer diverse opportunities for leisure and tourism. Investors are explor-
ing the opportunity to use the famous local wind (Bora) for the production of electricity.

Another point of interest and symbol of the city, as featured on the coat of arms, is the 
thousand-year-old Stariya Briast, a large Smooth-leaved Elm in the center of the city. 

Sliven is located 300 km east of Bulgaria’s capital Sofia, 100 km from Burgas, the country’s 
largest commercial port, 130 km from the border with Greece and 130 km from the border 
with Turkey. It is located in close proximity to the cities of Yambol and Nova Zagora.
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“Dobri Chintulov” High School 
of Maths and Natural Sciences, established 1835

www.pmg-sliven.com

Why are we good project partners?

The school has a reputation of a promising and elite high school and is the pride  of the 
city. Students receive very good training from teachers - professionals, enabling them to 
easily apply in the university of their choice. 

The school has 24 classrooms, six computer rooms, laboratories in biology, physics and 
chemistry, classrooms in geography and history, media centers, school library with over 
25,000 volumes, fitness, а gym and a botanical laboratory. The school maintains friendly 
relations and work on joint projects with schools in Belgium, Germany, Turkey, Romania, 
Hungary and others.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 1 “Velikoknyazhevska” str., Sliven, Bulgaria
e-mail: pmg_sliven@abv.bg
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“Damyan Damyanov” School of Humanities, 
established 1997

http://sliven-bg.eu/

Why are we good project partners?

The School of Humanities offers: Modern education focusing on humanities: Bulgar-
ian Language, Literature, History and Civilization, Philosophy, Geography, modern for-
eign languages, intensively studied in the course. Education of some specific subjects: 
Ancient Myths and Folklore, Theories of Literature, Archaeology, Language Specificity, 
Archives, Knowledge of History Sources, History of Religions, Civilization, Tourism Stud-
ies, Ecotourism. 

We have always encouraged our students to take part in different competitions. In that 
way they can develop their skills, express themselves and gain self-confidence. 

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 3 “Graf Ignatiev” str., Sliven, Bulgaria
e-mail: humgim_sliven@mail.bg
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Smolyan is a town and ski resort in the very south of Bulgaria not far from the border with 
Greece. It is the administrative and industrial centre of the homonymous Smolyan Province. 
The town is situated in the valley of the Cherna (“Black”) and the Byala (“White”) rivers in 
the central Rhodopes at the foot of the mountains’ highest part south of the popular ski 
resorts Pamporovo and Chepelare. As of December 2009, it has a population of 31,718 in-
habitants.
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“Karl Marks” Vocational School of Economics, 
established 1960

www.pgi-smolyan.info

Why are we good project partners?

Our school is the only one where students in Smolyan region can get fundamental 
knowledge of economics, accountance, computer techologies. It prepares specialists with 
secondary special education in the field of economics and computer technologies, which 
include general, sectoral and specific vocational training and compulsory foreign language 
training. 

Curriculum and educational programs are developed based on positive experiences and 
long-term traditions of specialty teachers.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 1 “Еlitza” str., Smolyan, Bulgaria
e-mail: pgi_smolyan@abv.bg
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“Stoyu Shishkov” Primary School, 
established 1923

www.outaran.hit.bg

Why are we good project partners?

Our school prepares students from six regions. The organisation of school education is 
on a whole day basis – in the morning lessons, in the afternoon self work.  

In the school we have diffrent clubs as extra class activities: the Art club, Young Fireman, 
the Folk club, Save Bulgarian History. The school works together with museums, Rotary 
club, youth centers and municipal administration.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: village “Taran” 4730, Smolyan, Bulgaria
e-mail: ou_taran@mail.bg  
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Sofia is the capital of Bulgaria. Located in the west part of the country at the foot of Mount 
Vitosha. The history of Sofia can be traced back to the 5-th millennium BC. When the city 
was declared capital in 1879 it was the fifth largest city, but soon it became the biggest city 
in Bulgaria. Nowadays Sofia has population about 1.4 million citizens.

Some of the significant landmarks in Sofia are the “St. Alexander Nevsky” Cathedral, 
Church of “Saint Sofia”, The “Ivan Vazov”National Theatre, The Statue of Sofia and The Na-
tional Palace of Culture. Near Sofia are located several nature parks including Vitosha – the 
oldest national park on the Balkan Peninsula.



42th Primary School “Hadzhi Dimitar”, 
established 1922

http://42ou.com/

Why are we good project partners?

“The school is not only made of stones, the school is made of teachers.”  

Our school is the oldest in the region of Poduyane. We have 2 computer labs, 2 gyms, a 
fitness club, a canteen, a buffet, an art gallery, а library, a bookshop, a concert hall. 

The students have different activities – dancing lessons, martial arts training, basketball, 
swimming, chess, English. They take part in different contests. The school orchestra, the 
choir and the cheerers group take part in festivals and celebrations.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 5 “General Liprandi” str., Sofia, Bulgaria
e-mail: hdou42@abv.bg  

Sofia
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1st Primary School “Vasil Levski”, 
established 1855

http://iouvlevski-kostinbrod.web.officelive.com/

Why are we good project partners?

For 10 years now the policy of our school has focused developing civic competences in 
our students. As a result, it has become one of the best schools in Bulgaria, training not only 
educated students but good citizens as well. 

The training comprises І-VІІІ grade with extra class activities such as: Club “Treasure the 
Bulgarian”; Club “Excavations for our native land”; Club “We Know More Together”; Student’s 
parliament; Traditional day of student’s self-management (31.05.). Activities of this kind are 
interesting especially for the student’s insight towards the society and their leaders.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: Kostinbrod, Sofia district, Bulgaria
e-mail: kostinbrod_ou_vlevski@abv.bg
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88th Secondary School “Dimitar Popnikolov”, 
established 1994

www.coy88.hit.bg

Why are we good project partners?

The school emphasizes on foreign languages and ICT studies. It has gained the re-
spect in the local area with its international involvement. Students and teachers have 
been working on international Lifelong Learning Programme “Comenius” and eTwinning 
projects since 2005. 

Art classes are taught and students’ pictures have been awarded many international priz-
es. Students have also won national competitions in basketball, football and field hockey.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 7 “Dimitar Popnikolov” str., Ovcha Kupel 1, Sofia, Bulgaria
e-mail: coy_88@abv.bg
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26th Secondary School “Yordan Yovkov”, 
established 1879

http://26coy.net

Why are we good project partners?

Nowadays the school has different profiles. The youngest pupils are preparatory class. 
Students have the chance to learn two foreign languages, chosen between English, Span-
ish, German and Russian. Those who want to communicate by the means of Art are given 
the chance to participate in exhibitions with their works. IT lessons, starting from 1st form, 
are led in special classrooms with modern equipment.   

Sport is also an important part of students’ life. The good training is proved by the many 
prizes, won by our students on volleyball, football, basketball, table tennis.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 40 “Koreniatsite” str., Sofia 1619, Bulgaria
e-mail: emmanolova@abv.bg
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137th Secondary School “Angel Kanchev”, 
established 1956

www.137sou.org

Why are we good project partners?

137th Secondary School “Angel Kanchev” is a school with a vision for the future. The 
school envisages the children’s personal development as the pivot in our curricula. 

We are looking forward to make the school more attractive to students through partici-
pating in various international educational projects. 

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 135 “Evropa” Blvd., Sofia, Bulgaria
e-mail: sou137@abv.bg 
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144th Secondary School “Narodni Buditeli”, 
established 1987

www.144sou.com

Why are we good project partners?

Our school is specialised in Arts such as Choreography, music and fine arts. Our school 
has been awarded with numerous awards and honours in the sphere of arts. The school has 
a modern and advanced facilities for the acquisition of European education and has numer-
ous awards and prizes in competitions at home and abroad. It is the only Bulgarian  member 
of the World Dance Association of UNESCO. 

We have been awarded two certificates of quality for our work on European programmes 
and we are eager to continue our work in the programme.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: “Budnina” str., Mladost 3, Sofia 1712, Bulgaria
e-mail: 144sou@dir.bg
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95th Secondary School “Prof. Ivan Shishmanov“, 
established 1974

http://95sou.freehostia.com/

Why are we good project partners?

Our school is full of ambitious young people who want to improve their knowledge of 
English, Russian, German and Italian. We have interests in tourism and business manage-
ment. Our school is famous for its traditions in early language learning as we have won a lot 
of language competitions. 

The work on interesting international projects helps the students to create a lot of groups 
of interests and diversify the curriculum. We are very interested in working on european 
projects, in order to train and improve our students’ foreign language skills.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 66 “Angel Voivoda” str., Poduyane, Sofia, Bulgaria
e-mail: sou95@abv.bg
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7th School “Sveti Sedmochislenitsi”, 
established 1879

http://www.7-mo.com/

Why are we good project partners?

7th school is both a primary and a seconadary school. The secondary students are 
admitted to the school after state examinations. The main languages studied here are 
English, German and French. The students study the same or Spanish as a second foreign 
language. 

There are two profiles – a humanitarian one and Science and Mathematics one. The 
specialized subjects are Bulgarian, Informatics, Informational Technologies, Mathematics 
and languages.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 28 “Tsar Ivan Shishman” str., Sofia 1000, Bulgaria
e-mail: school7@mail.bg
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22nd Secondary School “Georgi Rakovski”, 
established 1903

http://22sou.com/

Why are we good project partners?

 “Georgi Rakovski” 22nd Secondary School has a century-long tradition in the fields of 
the humanities, social sciences and sciences. The school is proud of its graduates, many of 
which comprise Bulgaria’s past and present-day academic, cultural and political elite. The 
school is renowned for its intensive language teaching syllabus in English and Spanish, with 
German or Russian as a second foreign language choice. Its teachers and students have 
been involved in numerous European and national projects with exchange visits abroad.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 134 “Vitosha” Blvd., Sofia, Bulgaria
e-mail: rakovski22sou@abv.bg
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Student Council at 88th School “Dimitar Popnikolov”

www.yc-88coy.hit.bg

Why are we good project partners?

The Student Council plays a very important role in our school. Our basic aim is to take 
care of the school. We organize and involve students in activities, meetings and educational 
and cultural events. We also share students’ ideas, interests and concerns with the teachers 
and principal. 

Being part of our Student Council is something that will help you become responsible 
and active member of the community.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: www.yc-88coy.hit.bg 
e-mail: u_savet88@abv.bg
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National High School in Finance and Business, 
established 1913

http://www.nfsg.online.bg/

Why are we good project partners?

The National Hugh School in Finance and Business in Sofia was founded 97 years ago. It 
is located in an imposing building – a monument of culture. The main accent of the School 
is well-qualified specialists with High school economic education at an European level. The 
latest events and news about the School can be seen in the site. It is source of informa-
tion for Education accents and documentation, projects work and the Educational-training 
firm. The Model and Impulse centre for Entrepreneurship education are presented as well 
as many other events of the School life.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 1 “Rozova dolina” str., Sofia 1421, Bulgaria
e-mail: dir@nfsg.online.bg  
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“Erih Kestner” Private German Schools, 
established 1995

http://eks-bg.eu/

Why are we good project partners?

“Erich Kestner” Private Schools consist of Kindergarten, Primary school and Secondary 
School. The Begegnungschule offers education in German. English, French and Bulgarian 
for foreigners. The students in the secondary school are offered the unique chance to re-
ceive a German diploma DSD II, which gives them an opportunity to study abroad. 

The secondary School is a partner in the project of FRG “Schulen: Partner der Zukunft”. 
The kindergarten is a partner of a “Comenius” project  “Europe through stories”. The schools 
are located in a wonderful surrounding, with a lot of greenery and modern facilities. The 
students are of different nationalities so they acquire communicative skills in practising 
different languages. Additional sports activities are offered to those students who have 
shown interests.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: “Col. Nikola Popov” str., Lyulin 6, Sofia 1336, Bulgaria
e-mail: office@eks-bg.eu
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164th Spanish Language Secondary School 
“Miguel de Cervantes”, established 1991

http://www.ibbcervantes-bg.com

Why are we good project partners?

There is no other school in Bulgaria that offers Portuguese as a second foreign lan-
guage. English and French as second foreign language are taught also. Every year the 
students from our school achieve the highest results in sport competitions, and Olympi-
ads, become laureates in Spanish and Bulgarian, participate in school activities, work on 
international projects. 

It’s a tradition that our drama club wins first prize in Bulgaria for its performances in Span-
ish and takes part in the International drama competition afterwards. Open minded and 
tolerant, with challenging ideas for future international projects, our students are eager to 
find new  friends, our school is glad to be a partner and accept them.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 1 “Sultan Tepe” str., Sofia 1505, Bulgaria
e-mail: cervante@cablebg.net 
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33rd Language School “Sveta Sofia”, established 1993

http://eg33svsofia.eu

Why are we good project partners?

Students in the 33rd Language School “Sveta Sofia” study English and French as a first for-
eign language. Our goal is to build up highly accomplished, self-confident, and motivated 
personalities who have a civic awareness, work equally well independently or in a group 
setting and are ready for a successful professional realisation. The school has many inter-
est club activities, such as Cultural Tourism club, Theatre Workshop, Young Leader Club, 
Debates Club, Ecology Club, EU integration Club, IT Club, Translation Workshop, Eastern 
Orthodoxy Club.

The activities of the students’ parliament put into effect the students’ self-government. 
Our students have the opportunity to demonstrate and develop their leadership abilities and 
interpersonal skills working in various projects, including under the current Lifelong Learn-
ing Programme, united by the idea that the good EU citizen is most of all a true patriot.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: “308” str., Luilin 3, Sofia, Bulgaria
e-mail: svetasofia33eg@abv.bg
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Vocational High School of Electronics 
“John Atanasov”, 
established 1968

http://www.spge-bg.com

Why are we good project partners?

The core of our educational training are 6 specialities preparing the adolescents for the 
requirements of the new jobs of the future: “Programmer”; “Computer Systems’ Techni-
cian”; “Electronic Appliances Technician” and others. 

We are interested in participating in projects, that would give our students the opportu-
nities to acquire new skills and competences in their particular fields of study.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 48 “Raiko Aleksiev” str., Sofia 1113, Bulgaria
e-mail: spgelectron@yahoo.co.uk
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First Private English Language School 
“William Shakespeare”, 
established 1994

www.fpels.ws

Why are we good project partners?

First Private English Language School ‘William Shakespeare’ in Sofia, founded by Profes-
sor Petrov, is a school full of ambitions and students with talents. We study a lot of foreign 
languages – mainly English, but also German, Spanish, French and Russian, as well as math-
ematics, history, geography, business and management. 

Our school has participated in a variety of projects and has won many awards. For the 
past 16 years it has won its respect due to the students who have graduated from here. They 
are now all over the world with the opportunities given by the school.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 13 “Stara Planina” str., Sofia 1000, Bulgaria
e-mail: fpels@speedbg.net 
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40th Secondary School “Louis Pasteur”, 
established 1983

http://40sou.com

Why are we good project partners?

We offer art and computer training. English is taught from the 1st grade. Our folk forma-
tion “Kitka” has won several awards at the international folk festivals. We have long tradi-
tions in sports, tourism, martial arts and dance sport. 

Our school has high achievements in project work and we have active students, who are 
willing to continue 

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 17 “Ivan Boychev” str., Liulin 9, Sofia, Bulgaria
e-mail: info@40sou.com ; sou40@abv.bg 
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“Elika” Virtual School, established 2007

http://elikabg.web.officelive.com

Why are we good project partners?

Established in 2007, our virtual school helps people at different age, grades, skills and 
interested in different aspects of education to improve or test their aknowledgement in 
creative manner of learning and teaching both on the base of traditional and interactive 
methods. Our approach is the Art in the field of the education as a bridge among the hearts 
of the people. All you need is a PC or laptop with a web camera and headset or loudspeak-
ers and a microphone and Internet access. Don’t hesitate, just ask and we will answer to all 
of your questions in different aspects of life.

We enjoy e-learning and e-teaching as well.  Please don’t hesitate to contact us in real 
time via skype: elikabg.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 1 “Malyovitsa” str., Sofia 1000, Bulgaria
e-mail: elikabg@hotmail.com
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First Special School, established 2008

http://parvopomuchil.dir.bg/

Why are we good project partners?

We represent a special school from Sofia with a boarding form of education. This gives 
the opportunity to socialize, educate, train and integrate children with mental health prob-
lems from 1st to 10th grade. There are highly skilled specialists performing corrective work 
on children with special educational needs. 

Having finished 8th grade students continue to learn in the course “Floriculture” and “Tai-
loring”, which are first degree qualifications. Students also study “Information Technology” 
in the computer lab of the school. Students build work habits and skills in the home office, 
studying engineering and economics. Our school has also one of the most advanced multi-
touch screens in Bulgaria.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 175 “Pirotska” str., Sofia, Bulgaria
e-mail: pu1@abv.bg
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Sopot is a Bulgarian town, situated in the fertile sub-Balkan mountain valley of Karlovo 
(western part of the famous Rose Valley), immediately below the steep southern slopes 
of the Troyan Balkan Mountain. Sopot is part of Plovdiv Province and is the administrative 
centre of a municipality. It lies 5 km west of Karlovo, 136 km east of Sofia and 63 km north 
of Plovdiv. It is the birthplace of arguably the best known and most renowned Bulgarian 
novelist, Ivan Vazov. Sopot is also a machine building centre.

“Ivan Vazov” Secondary School, established 1963

www.sousopot.net

Why are we good project partners?
Our school has special Art and Bulgarian folk dance classes, as well as special IT and Eng-

lish classes. Every year our students take part in regional and national educational, sports 
and cultural competitions and win a lot of prizes. There are 19 students with specific needs 
at our school and some Turkish /6%/ and Roma /11%/ minorities, as well. Marginal problems 
with school leavers are to be faced and we want to ensure integration of the pupils. 

During the last 2 years we won three “Comenius” projects. Our participation in the 
“Comenius” school partnership projects place our pupils inside the real science, cul-
tural and educational fields and create awareness of connections between the fields of 
life and cultures. 

How to get in touch with us?
Address: 34 “Gancho Popnikolov” str., Sopot 4330, Bulgaria
e-mail: sousopot@abv.bg
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Stara Zagora is a town, located in South Bulgaria near Sredna Gora mountain and the 
Balkan mountain. It is known as the city of straight streets, linden trees and poets. Stara 
Zagora is one of the oldest settlements in Europe, being at least eight thousand years old. 
Nowadays the city is one of the most important economic, transport, culture and education 
centers in Bulgaria. In the town there is one university - Trakia University - Stara Zagora.

“Knyaz Simeon Tarnovski” High School of Economics, 
established 1921

http://tg.stz.bg/

Why are we good project partners?

Our school is the oldest vocational school in the region of Stara Zagora dating since 1921. 
Hundreds of specialists were educated in our classrooms - famous Bulgarian bank clerks, 
eminent financiers, talented managers and accountants. The educational activities as well 
as the teaching ones are carried out in the very close collaboration with the local economic 
organizations, scientific and cultural institutions, either Bulgarian or European. With their 
help we modernize our school equipment, develop our teaching skills and encourage our 
students’ desire for being more confident and more capable to be able to show their best. 
We have excellent students with a high motivation to succeed in the future.

How to get in touch with us?
Address: 114 “Patriarh Evtimiy” Blvd., Stara Zagora, Bulgaria
e-mail: tgsz@abv.bg
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Svishtov is a city in Northern Bulgaria, located on the right bank of the Danube. The city 
is important transport and economic center for Central Northern Bulgaria. Near Svishtov 
there are many historical and cultural sights like the ancient roman town Novae, the Svish-
tov Monastery and several museums. The city is known as a University center since 1936 
when the “D. A. Tsenov Academy of economics - Svishtov” was founded.

“Dimitar Hadzhivasilev” State High School of Economics,
established 1885

http://dtg-svishtov.com

Why are we good project partners?

Our vocational school has been providing high-quality economic, computer science and 
foreign languages education for 125 years. It was designed under the model of the Univer-
sity of Vienna as to its magnificent building which is a cultural monument in Bulgaria. 

Despite its long and rich history, the school is looking into the future having modern 
sports, ICT and foreign languages teaching equipment.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 11 “D. Hadzhivasilev” str., Svishtov, Bulgaria
e-mail: dtg.svishtov@gmail.com 
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Targovishte is a city in Bulgaria, capital of Targovishte Province. It is situated at the north-
ern foot of the low mountain of Preslav on both banks of the Vrana River. The town is 335 
km away to the north-east from the capital Sofia and about 125 km to the west from the city 
of Varna and Bulgarian Black Sea Coast. As of December 2009, it has a population of 37,375 
inhabitants.

Targovishte is known as an old market settlement.
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3rd Primary School “P. R. Slaveikov”, 
established 1979

http://3ou-tg.ucoz.ru/

Why are we good project partners?

With the facilities and the types of extracurricular activities and interest clubs in our 
school you can meet us in our site. The school works on international projects and projects 
in different structural funds. 

The last international project in which we worked was in partnership with Germany, 
France, Wales, Sweden, United Kingdom. 

We are open to new proposals for cooperation with schools across Europe. We are look-
ing forward to work with you!

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 24 “Byalo More” str., p.b. 7700, Targovishte, Bulgaria
e-mail: ou_3_tg@abv.bg  
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1st Primary School “Hristo Botev”, established 1865

http://1ou.ucoz.com/

Why are we good project partners?

We are unique with our student’s achievements in different competitions. The students 
are part of a community with high educational and creative aims. Their duty enjoys them to 
be the first in all kinds of contests. This is a guarantee for our uniqueness. We are very proud 
of our students because they have got a lot of prizes from municipal, regional, national and 
international competitions. 

The pupils believe that school is a territory for those who know and always have the abil-
ity to succeed. An excellent knowledge of the school subjects is the best certificate for fu-
ture achievements and also it is a guarantee for personal achievement of every student.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 2 “Ivan Vazov” str., Targovishte, Bulgaria
e-mail: ou_1_tg@abv.bg 
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Teteven is a town on the banks of the Vit river, at the foot of Stara Planina mountain in 
north central Bulgaria. It is the administrative centre of the homonymous Teteven Munici-
pality which is a part of Lovech Province. The town was first mentioned in a written docu-
ment in 1421. It is thought that the town’s name comes from the family of a certain Tetyo 
(Tetyov rod), who settled in the area and founded the town. Older variants of the town’s 
name found in documents are Tetyuven and Tetyuvene. A thriving city in the 16th and 17th 
century, Teteven was raided by organized Turkish brigand groups in 1801, burnt down and 
almost completely destroyed, with only 4 houses surviving out of a total of 3,000. The town 
later revived and was active in the armed struggle for Bulgarian independence in the 19th 
century, sheltering a revolutionary committee from Vasil Levski’s organized rebel network.

Each summer a large chess tournament, one of the biggest events in Bulgaria’s chess 
calendar, is held in Teteven.

“Georgi Benkovski” Secondary School, established 1914

http://www.sougb.com/

Why are we good project partners?

Spiritual heir and successor of the traditions of the Teteven School, School “Georgi Benk-
ovski“ successfully defended its name and prestige of a leading school. 96 years of devel-
opment, creativity, success! 96 years the school meets the challenges of the time required 
style in training and education of students in the region. Our school is a multifaceted com-
munity with an established image and atmosphere, with educational criteria tested and 
proven results! We have a school with a confident look into the future! Serene atmosphere, 
respect and tolerance, quality training and education strategies for profitable behavior - 
these are the values of our school community. 

Highly qualified teachers, establishing and maintaining motivation, build skills and hab-
its for independent work, use of modern audiovisual equipment ensure the success of our 
graduates.

How to get in touch with us?
Address: 14 “Kardan” str., Teteven, Bulgaria, e-mail: vminkovska@abv.bg 
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Troyan is a town in Lovech Province in central Bulgaria. The town is about 160 km away 
from the country capital Sofia. Troyan is located in a mountainous area at the foot of Stara 
Planina and lies on the two banks of the Beli Osam river. The Troyan region is home to the 
cultural and historical site of the Troyan Monastery. August 15th is the day of the Monas-
tery’s Patron Saint, when thousands of people from the country gather to celebrate and see 
a unique icon of Mary. The icon is unique in that Mary has three hands made of silver. 

The town is famous for its traditional pottery, probably developed partly as a result of the 
qualities of the local clay soil. Pottery was a main source of income for the local craftsmen 
during the Bulgarian Renaissance age. Now handmade pottery items are sold as souvenirs 
to tourists. Fine examples of traditional pottery can be seen in the town’s museum.

“St. Kliment Ohridski” Secondary School, 
established 1984

http://www.svetikliment.com/

Why are we good project partners?

Our school is a place of open mindedness, free spirit and contemporary decisions. We love 
challenges and avoid boredom and hollowness. 

We know that both teachers and students are of greatest value.
We believe that one more chance and one more smile are always second to none.

How to get in touch with us?
Address: Lagat estate, Troyan 5600, Bulgaria, e-mail: skobg@abv.bg
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Varna is the largest city in Northern Bulgaria and also the largest seaside resort at the Bul-
garian Black Sea Coast. The city has population of 353,292 citizens and is commonly referred 
to as the marine capital of Bulgaria. The town has more than 20 km of sand beaches and 
the region abounds in thermal mineral water sources and interesting sights like the Varna 
Ecopark, the Pobiti kamani rock phenomenon and medieval cave monastery Aladzha. 

Varna annually hosts important sports and cultural events like the “Golden Rose Inter-
national Film Festival” and international volleyball and swimming competitions. Varna is a 
major tourist destination, business and university centre.
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First Language School, established 1965

www.1eg-varna.eu

Why are we good project partners?

Successor of First Boys’ Public School founded in 1880 in Varna and accredited as 
a language school in 1965, First Language School has earned a high reputation in its 
long-standing tradition of foreign language teaching. Hundreds of the school’s alumni 
are among the political, economic, intellectual and cultural elite in Bulgaria and many 
have excelled in their field all over the globe. First Language School is highly selec-
tive. 234 students are admitted annually after passing entrance exams in Bulgarian Lan-
guage and Literature and Mathematics. Students are divided into five English and four 
German classes of 26 students each. 

First Language School is the foremost school in the region and ranks among the top 
schools in Bulgaria.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 29 “Podvis” str., Varna
e-mail: firstls@abv.bg
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Veliko Tarnovo is a city in North Central Bulgaria. It has population of approximately 72 
000 people and is located on the Yantra River. The city is famous as the historical capital of 
the Second Bulgarian Kingdom. The region has been populated for more than 5000 years 
and nowadays it’s attracting many tourists with its unique history. The remains of the old 
city are located on three hills – Tsarevets, Arbanasi and Sveta Gora. Nowadays Veliko Tar-
novo is important administrative, economic and educational center. 



“Еmiliyan Stanev” Secondary School, established 1982

http://souemst25.net-bg.info

Why are we good project partners?

The mission of Secondary School “Emiliyan Stanev” - Veliko Tarnovo is to offer a 
high-quality, modern education to address the needs of all students regardless of their 
gender, race, religion, or ethnic origin, in an atmosphere of mutual understanding and 
individual effort. 

We seek to nurture tolerance, open mindedness, intellectual curiosity, confidence and 
self-discipline in our students, fostering in them a desire for lifelong learning, a sense of 
responsibility to our community and an awareness of their ability to make positive change 
within this community. 

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 1 “M. Gabrovska” str., Veliko Tarnovo 5000, Bulgaria
e-mail: henrieta@dir.bg  

Veliko Tarnovo
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Vocational High School of Building, Architecture 
and Geodesy “Angel Popov”, 
established 1943

http://pgsag-vt.web.officelive.com/

Why are we good project partners?

Our students study building and architecture, geodesy, road construction, construction 
of water-supply and sewerage systems, park design and landscaping, interior design, furni-
ture manufacturing. There are very well-equipped rooms for practical training and modern 
computer labs in our school. We offer intensive learning of English. 

We have successfully worked on international projects for more than 10 years with part-
ners from Germany, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Lithuania, etc.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 21 “Nikola Gabrovski” str., Veliko Turnovo 5000, Bulgaria
e-mail: pgsagap_vt@abv.bg
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Vocational School of Economics, 
established 1919

http://sgi.net-bg.info/

Why are we good project partners?

The Old Capital City High school of Economics is a school with 90 years history. Our stu-
dents receive education in the sphere of Economics and Informatics. The school educates 
professionals in specialities Economic information, Economics and Mangement, Account-
ance, Banking. 

We have been working on projects in Lifelong Learning Programmes: “Comenius”, “Leon-
ardo da Vinci” - mobility and partnerships, Youth by Human development council.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 24 “Panaret Rachev” str., Veliko Tarnovo, Bulgaria
e-mail: itvt@hotmail.com
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Velingrad is a town in Southern Bulgaria, located at the western end of Chepino Valley, 
part of the Rhodope Mountains, only 130 km away from our capital Sofia. 

It is one of the most popular Bulgarian balneological resorts. There are more than 90 
mineral water springs with curative and preventive properties in and around the town. The 
mineral waters (from springs and wells) vary considerably in temperature, mineralization, 
radon, silicic acid and fluorine content, and are suitable for treatment of a wide range of 
diseases. 9000 litres of water per minute spring from the five thermal and mineral deposits 
in Ladzhene, Kamenitsa, Chepino, Rakitovo and Kostandovo.

Together with the numerous mineral waters, Velingrad boasts another natural phenom-
enon as well - the Kleptuza, the biggest Karst spring in Bulgaria, with an average discharge 
of 1200 litres of ice-cold water per second.



“Aleko Konstantinov” Vocational School 
of Economics and Tourism, established 1975

www.pgit-velingrad.info

Why are we good project partners?

The school is one of the most popular and well known school with its qualified teachers, 
good facilities and special attention to the students. It has eqiupped computer and foreign 
language laboratories, excellent Economics and Accountancy labs and two workshops for 
chefs and pastry cooks. The wide range of courses offered in the school gives graduates the 
best opportunity for professional realization. 

The students are prepared for management positions in their fields of tourism, the hotel 
industry and the catering industry.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 49 “Saedinenie” str., Velingrad, Bulgaria
e-mail: pgit_vd@abv.bg

Velingrad
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“St. St. Cyril and Methodius” Secondary School, 
established 1889

http://www.soukim.com/

Why are we good project partners?

The “St. St. Cyril and Methodius” Secondary School was founded in the town of Velingrad 
in 1889. It is the school which was attended by a lot of famous people like the world known 
opera-singer Nikolai Gyaurov and Ivan Lebanov - who was the first Bulgarian Olympics 
champion in winter sports. He is now the Mayor of the town of Velingrad. It was the first 
school for famous swimmers like Tsvetan Golomeev and the volleyball player Dimo Tonev 
and many, many others. 

Now this is the only shool with a special linguaphone (language-studying) classroom 
with an interactive whiteboard in the region of Pazardzhik. There are also 4 computer stud-
ies, two multimedias, modern laboratories for the Chemistry and Physics lessons, fitness 
hall and many other conveniences. 

Our school is a modern school which really gives the students possibilities to develop 
their talents and helps them to make their wishes to come true.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 15 “Yundola” str., Velingrad, Bulgaria
e-mail: sou_svsv_km@abv.bg
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Vratsa is a city in northwestern Bulgaria, at the foothills of the Balkan Mountains. The city 
of Vratsa is a commercial and crafts centre and a railway junction. Vratsa accommodates 
textile, metal processing, chemical and ceramics industries. The city of Vratsa is pictur-
esque. It is nestled in the foothills of “Vrachanski Balkan” (Vratsa mountain), with the Leva 
River calmly crossing the city and enormous and fearful rocks overhanging the roofs. 

The area has diverse and attractive natural features, which together with the opportuni-
ties of recreation gives a special charm of the eastern part of the Northwest Bulgaria. Sev-
eral protected natural attractions and historical monuments are located on the territory of 
the Vratsa State Forestry.
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“Hristo Botev” Secondary School, established 1822

www.hristobotev.org

Why are we good project partners?

Our school meets the European educational requirements taking its stand on its centen-
nial traditions and experience. After its renovation the school has been ranked highly by the 
Ministry of Education as one of the most modernized, beautiful and with largest number of 
students in Bulgaria. The classrooms are equipped with up-to-date educational resources, 
multimedia projectors, 3 interactive whiteboards and a wireless network. Grades and notes 
about students’ behavior are available online for the parents in an electronic register. 

“Hristo Botev” Secondary School has been awarded with The Order of the People’s Re-
public of Bulgaria and the Order of St. St. Cyril and Methodius, as well as the first Honorary 
Insignia of the town of Vratsa and the Major Award of Education of the town of Vratsa. 

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 37 “Gen. Leonov” str., Vratsa, Bulgaria
e-mail: hrbotev@mail.bg 
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“Yoan Ekzarh” Language School, established 1970

http://ezikova-gimnazia.vratza.com/

Why are we good project partners?

Today, English, Spanish and German are studied as the first foreign language and French 
and Russian – as the second one. There are three computer labs at school, equipped with 
everything necessary for excellent education in ICT. The school is a certified examination 
center of Cambridge Computer School. The school newspaper and radio, participations in 
TV shows and making advertising clips and films – these are just other forms of expression 
and education of the students from the Language School. 

The School works on projects of the European Union (“Comenius” Section) as well as the 
Bulgarian-American Fulbright Commission for Educational Exchange. The Fulbright ex-
changes of principals and teachers have transformed through the years into permanent ex-
changes of students from “Yoan Ekzarh” Language School, Vratsa and Haven High School, 
Kansas. 

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 9 “Tsar Obedinitel” str., Vratsa, Bulgaria
e-mail: georgieva.d@eg-vratza.org
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“Kozma Trichkov” Secondary School, 
established 1895

http://kozma-trichkov.org

Why are we good project partners?

“Kozma Trichkov” Secondary School is situated in Vratsa-administrative, economic and 
cultural center, at distance of 110 km from the capital Sofia. In the school there are very 
good conditions for quality education of both general subjects and extracurricular ac-
tivities. The grades 9th to 12th are special classes in which the students are trained to be 
business and tourist managers and IT professionals. The foreign languages teached in the 
school are English and Russian. 

We develop extracurricular activities for students-study circles, clubs, sport sections. We 
are working “Comenius” Projects, eTwinning projects.

How to get in touch with us?

Address: 12 “Antim I” str., Vratsa, Bulgaria
e-mail: kozma_trichkov@abv.bg



Център за развитие на човешките ресурси
1000 София, ул. “Граф Игнатиев” 15, ет. 3
тел. (+359 2) 915 50 10, факс: (+ 359 2) 915 50 49
hrdc@hrdc.bg, www.hrdc.bg

Приемно време:
вторник и четвъртък от 14.00 ч. до 17.00 ч.

TGA-ZM-07-93-00

издание 2010 Този проект е финансиран с подкрепата на Европейската комисия. Настоящата публикация отразява единствено възгледите 
на авторите и Комисията не носи отговорност за начина, по който може да бъде използвана съдържащата се информация.


